A2 Physics Unit 11
Thermal Physics

Mr D Powell
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Common Issues:

Don’t get confused and make
simple calculating errors such as
including the temperature in a
latent heat calculation. As
always, practice is the key.
Converting kelvin incorrectly is a
common source of error.

11.3 Change of State
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11.1 Internal energy and temperature
Specification link-up 3.5.3: Thermal energy
1. What do we mean by internal energy?
2. What is the lowest possible temperature?
3. What is a gas thermometer?
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Think about this?
Temperature is the result of the average total kinetic
energy of particles in matter.
Heat is transfer of thermal energy; it flows from regions
of high temperature to regions of low temperature.
Thermal energy is stored as kinetic energy and, in
molecules and solids, also as potential energy in the
modes of vibration.

A hot sparkler has a high temperature but low
thermal energy in comparison...
A warm bath has a lot of thermal energy but a low
temperature.
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Internal Energy
Internal energy is defined as the energy associated with the random, disordered motion
of molecules.

It is separated in scale from the macroscopic ordered energy associated with moving
objects; it refers to the invisible microscopic energy on the atomic and molecular scale.
For example, a room temperature glass of water sitting on a table has no apparent
energy, either potential or kinetic .
But on the microscopic scale it is a seething mass of high speed molecules travelling at
hundreds of meters per second. If the water were tossed across the room, this
microscopic energy would not necessarily be changed when we superimpose an ordered
large scale motion on the water as a whole.
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Microscopic Energy
Internal energy involves energy on the
microscopic scale.
For an ideal monoatomic gas, this is just
the translational kinetic energy of the
linear motion of the "hard sphere" type
atoms , and the behaviour of the system
is well described by kinetic theory.
However, for polyatomic gases there is
rotational and vibrational kinetic energy
as well. Then in liquids and solids there is
potential energy associated with the
intermolecular attractive forces.
A simplified visualisation of the
contributions to internal energy can be
helpful in understanding the factors
which involve internal energy.
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Internal Energy Example...
When the sample of water and copper are both heated by 1°C, the addition to the kinetic
energy is the same, since that is what temperature measures.

But to achieve this increase for water, a much larger proportional energy must be added
to the potential energy portion of the internal energy. So the total energy required to
increase the temperature of the water is much larger, i.e. its specific heat is much larger.
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Scales – “Temperature”
When working out a temperature scale
you can simply measure the expansion of
a liquid or gas between two points of
heating.
Call it zero and 100 and then interpolate
a scale. This is great until you want to
share it with other scientists.

A way of sorting all this out was to think
of a thermodynamic scale based on
absolute temperature. This was easy as
at zero there would be zero temperature
i.e. translational kinetic energy.
But where to end it or the divisions to
use?

Well one question is answered by this
diagram of state.
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Scales – “Temperature”
This is complex diagram. However all we
need to worry about is the central triple
point part.
This shows that at a certain temperature
or pressure there is a point of
“equilibrium” where a slight change in T
or P leads to a change of state.
We use the triple point of water as
shown above to help us define the Kelvin
scale.
It is a point very near to the freezing
point of pure water. Useful as we have so
much of it about to take as an
international reference point as we can
all obtain really pure samples of water.
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Scales – “Temperature”
It turns out that this number “Triple
Point” did not land on a whole number
but at 273.16K.
In fact the freezing point of water landed
at 273.15K. Hence we also define the
Celsius scale as 0 C from here.
The
table
below
shows
some
comparisons for our two scales and
relates to the situation at a pressure of 1
Atmosphere or 101325 Pa;

Absolute Zero
Water Freezing
Point
Triple Point of
water
Boiling Point of
Water

Celsius Scale
C
-273.15

Kelvin Scale K

It should be noted that even though
the scales start at different places

0

0

273.15

°C = K − 273.15

0.01

273.16

1K = 1 C

99.98

373.13
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Absolute Zero?

Graph
these
results

The most simple experiment that can be accomplished in
the laboratory is the pressure law experiment;

standard atmosphere = 101325 Pa
= 101.325 kPa = 1 x 105Nm

Kelvins K

Pressure Nm

298

101325

303

103000

313

105000

323

109800

333

112000

343

114000

353

121700

363

122700

373

126300

Hint: What is the temperature when
you extrapolate to zero pressure?
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Analysis – we can extrapolate back to absolute zero!
Graph to show how the Pressure of a real gas Varies with
Temperature
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11.2 Specific heat capacity
Specification link-up 3.5.3: Thermal energy
1. What do we mean by ‘heating up’ and by ‘cooling down’?
2. Which materials heat and cool fastest?

3. What is specific heat capacity?
4. How do we measure it?
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Specific Heat
The specific heat is the amount of heat per unit mass required to raise the temperature by
one degree Celsius.
The relationship between heat and temperature change is usually expressed in the form
shown below where c is the specific heat. The relationship does not apply if a phase
change is encountered, because the heat added or removed during a phase change does
not change the temperature.

The specific heat of water is 1 calorie/gram °C = 4.186 joule/gram °C which is higher than
any other common substance.

As a result, water plays a very important role in temperature regulation.
The specific heat per gram for water is much higher than that for a metal.
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Think about it?
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Sea Breeze, how does it work?

A. In the day land is at higher
temperature than sea as it has a low
SHC hence a breeze blows out
B. In the night land is at lower
temperature as it loses energy more
easily due to low SHC than sea hence a
breeze blows in

Specific heat capacity of water = 4200 Jkg-1K-1
Specific heat capacity of land= 400 Jkg-1K-1
(estimated)
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11.3 Change of State
Specification link-up 3.5.3: Thermal energy

1. What is latent heat?
2. How do we measure it?
3. Why does the temperature of a substance remain steady as it is
changing state?
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Theory
Two of the more common forms of latent
heat (or enthalpies or energies)
encountered are latent heat of fusion
(melting) and latent heat of vaporization
(boiling). These names describe the
direction of energy flow when changing
from one phase.
In both cases, the change is endothermic,
meaning that the system absorbs energy
on going from solid to liquid to gas.
The change is exothermic (the process
releases energy) for the opposite direction.
What seems strange is that for more
energy input you are not actually raising
the temperature but the potential energy
of the molecules. This raise increases
rotational energies breaking bonds
instead of adding to the KE of the
molecules.
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Specific Latent Heat

Latent
Latent
The specific latent heat is the amount of
Melting Heat
Boiling
Heat
energy required to convert 1 kg of a
Substance
Point Vaporiza Point
Fusion
substance from solid to liquid (or vice-versa)
°C
tion
°C
kJ/kg
without a change in the temperature of the
kJ/kg
surroundings -- all absorbed energy goes
Alcohol,
into the phase change -- is known as the
108
-114
855
78.3
ethyl
specific latent heat of fusion.
Likewise, the amount of energy required to
convert 1 kg of a substance from liquid to
gas (or vice-versa) without a change in the
external temperature is known as the
specific latent heat of vaporization for that
substance.

Carbon
dioxide

184

-78

574

-57

Hydrogen

58

-259

455

-253

-93

351

110.6

0

2260 (at
100oC)

100

Toluene

Q is the amount of energy released or
absorbed during the change of phase of the
substance (in kJ)

Water

m is the mass of the substance (in kg)

Q  mL

L is the specific latent heat for a particular
substance (kJkg-1)

334
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Phenyl salicylate
Phenyl salicylate, or salol, is a chemical substance, introduced in
1886 by Marceli Nencki of Basel. It can be created by heating
salicylic acid with phenol. It has been used as an intestinal antiseptic
based on the antibacterial activity upon hydrolysis in the small
intestine.
Once used in sunscreens, phenyl salicylate is now used in the
manufacture of some polymers, lacquers, adhesives, waxes and
polishes.It is also used frequently in school laboratory
demonstrations on how cooling rates effect crystal size in igneous
rocks
Properties
Molecular formula

C13H10O3

Molar mass

214.22 g/mol

Appearance

White solid

Density

1.25 g/cm3

Melting point

41.5 °C

Boiling point

173 °C (at 12 mmHg)

Solubility in water

1 g/6670 mL
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Results

Time

Temp oC

0

21

255

24

420

26

520

28

830

32

975

34

1255

37

1470

39

1565

40

1650

41

45

1865

42

40

1935

42

30

2085

42

25

2180

43

20

2205

44

10

2252

45

5

2360

46

We can look at the idea of the latent heat of
fusion by heating Phenyl salicylate in a
water bath using a small hotplate.
Set the Power Pack to 12V & 2A using SEP
Energy Meter. Check polarity with voltmeter.
NB: You must connect the red to red on
power supply or it will destroy the unit!
Heating Salol (Latent Fusion)
Temperature in degrees celcius
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